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have lively discussion as how to implement the vision.

strides in every area we have a presence.
During these next three months, your
faithfulness is essential to continue the
momentum for training and church
planting.
Your financial gift at this time would
be an incredible blessing. You can
make a donation on line by clicking

P.O. Box 279
Here is a photo of Pastor Benjamin,
Ted Wentworth, Pastor Emmanuel,
Without a doubt this is my most favor- myself and Pastor Pius; have a some
ite time of year, Thanksgiving. Family, fun during the training time.
food, fellowship, friends, football and
One of the favorite sites to visit when
left-overs.
we are in Uganda, is the origin of the
The main reason for this being my fa- Nile River, especially with first time
vorite holiday, is an opportunity to
thank the Lord for those who have
been faithful and such incredible
sources of encouragement to us at a
personally and for ministry.
Belleview, FL 34421

We give you THANKS for all you do
to make reaching, teaching and encouraging Pastors at a global level
possible.

on https://
faithcovenantministries.com

We are often asked by others that
travel on mission trips; whether short
or long term; “How do you do it?”
The answer always is “It takes a team
working together for something bigger
than ourselves.”
The humble facilities that most of our
Pastors minister in cause us to be
grateful for buildings, homes and laborers when we return to home.

team members to minister in Uganda.
Ted and Rose Wentworth added great
value to our team, with everyone falling in love with them.
Kathy always has an encouraging
word that brings hope and faith wherever she ministers.

In just a few days, we’ll be returning
to Roma, Texas and Miguel Aleman,
Mexico for the Bible School. Your
prayers are much appreciated .
Prior to the Portable Bible School beginning, we spent two days in training
of our National Leadership Team in
Uganda.

Here she is ministering at Pastor Benjamin’s in a rural area north of KamWe can honestly say these men are
“getting” the vision and understanding pala.
the purpose of FAITH COVENANT
Your giving makes it possible for
MINISTRIES.
teams to travel to Africa, Eastern EuThere is a great sense of satisfaction in rope, South America and the Caribbean Regions around the globe.
seeing the light go on as they go
through the training, ask questions and FCM is making great head way and

Pastor Benjamin’s home church building, which is typical of places of worship.
Please take a few minutes to view our
on sight interview during the PBS with
Ted and Rose Wentworth sharing their
impressions of Uganda.
https://youtu.be/mNPisAtKHZM
On a final note, be sure you vote and
pray for the elections. As you know
there are many issues that will not only
impact our generation, but future generations as well.
Thanks for being a part of the TEAM
and being a part of something that is
bigger and greater than yourself.

Making the Great Commission the Great Completion

WE ARE TEAM!

